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Rental cars: 

Charge at 
Rate Table 

When being positioned from depot to depot B 
When hired from Rental Company . . . A 

Motor lorries, covered or open: 
Loaded, not otherwise specified C 
Loaded with an empty trailer, and the return journey of the truck and 

trailer previously carried full on the Cook Strait rail ferry service E 
Loaded, conveying hazardous substances (The approval of Manager, 

Air/Sea Services is required and hazardous substances can only be 
mnveyed on Arahanga) C 

Empty, not otherwise specified D 
Empty vehicles with empty tanks, returning after carrying hazardous 

substances and accompanied by a certificate issued by a qualified 
industrial chemist to the effect that the vehicle is gas free D 

Empty vehicles, with empty tanks, returning after carrying hazardous 
substances and not accompanied by a certificate issued to the effect that 
the vehicles and tanks are gas free. To be treated as hazardous 
substances. (The approval of Manager, Air/ Sea Services is required and 
can only be conveyed on Arahanga) E 

Registered as a heavy vehicle and showing "K" registration loaded with 
bona fide personal luggage, commercial travellers' samples not intended 
for sale, or workman's tools but excluding household removals D 

Registered as a light vehicle and showing "O" registration loaded as above A 
Used for holiday purposes A 

Motor vehicles, competition-racing cars, stockcars, racing motorcycles, 
etc.: 
Loaded on a motor lorry, carrying vehicle only D 
Competition vehicles (for motorcycles see clause 19) . . . A 
Loaded on a trailer. Charge on overall length of trailer and any overhang A 
Loaded on utilities or in vans A 

Pantechnicons and trailer (Refer to clause 17. 2 .1 regarding measurement) 
Loaded solely with bona fide household removals or new furniture F 
Loaded with goods not otherwise specified G 
Empty ... F 

Refrigerated vehicles (average height of load to be taken from the floor of the 
refrigerated unit to the highest point of the vehicle less 310 mm): 
Loaded C 
Empty ... D 

Scrapers ... E 
Station wagons: 

Accompanied. Charges based on factory specification lengths (refer clause 
17 .3)-not otherwise specified A 

New or used; for sale (or being delivered to the purchaser) B 
Tankers, road: 

Loaded with non-flammable liquids (The approval of Manager, Air/Sea 
Services is required: road tankers loaded with flammable liquids are not 
permitted). C 

Empty-accompanied by a certificate issued by the owner to the effect that 
the vehicle is gas free D 

Tractors: 
On own wheels, with or without attachments . . . E 
Loaded on lorry ( charges based on overall length of lorry and load) C 

Trailers (For trailers conveying boats-See Boats): When Towed by Trailer Charged 
Vehicle Charged at Table 

Private empty or loaded with bona fide personal baggage 
or holiday effects 

Private loaded with household furniture or other goods 
being the private possession of the driver and not 
intended for sale or other reward ... 

Private loaded with a motor vehicle other than 
competition vehicle 

Commercial loaded. (Trailers being used for any 
business undertaking or revenue earning operation in 
the conveyance of goods) 

Commercial loaded with a motor vehicle other than 
competition vehicle 

Empty commercial, not otherwise specified .. . 
Empty conveyed on the tray of a motor lorry .. . 

Loaded--conveying hazardous substances (The 
approval of Manager, Air/Sea Services is required and 
hazardous saubstances can only be conveyed on 
Arahanga). 

Loaded with empty tanks, cylinders, etc. returning after 
conveying hazardous substances and accompanied by 
a certificate issued by a qualified industrial chemist to 
the effect that the trailer and tanks, cylinders, etc., are 
gas free 

Loaded with empty tanks, cylinders, etc., returning after 
conveying hazardous substances and not accompanied 
by a certificate issued to the effect that the trailer and 
tanks, cylinders, etc, are gas-free will be treated as 
hazardous substances and conveyed on Arahanga 
only. (The approval of Manager, Air/Sea Services is 
required). 
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